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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM ... 
L  · . Iritrodtiction and Summary  __ 
l.'l  The need for a revision 9f Directive 90/219/EEC 
.,·' 
Directive 90/219tEEC relating to the qmtained use of  genetlcally-modifi~d 'mip'o-
organisms was proposed and ad9pted together with Directive 90/220/EEC on· the 
deliberate release  into  the  environment of genetically  modified  organisms in  a 
horizontal way on the principle that a precautionary approach asregards safety to · 
human'·health.and:the envi'ronmentshould be followed in order to  ensure that the 
~xpecteq benefits ofthis technology can  develop·safely:  ·  · 
The basis for  Directive· 90/219/EEC  was  ~he scientific ·knowledge· of  the  early _ 
: 1980s and most particularly the.limited experience of that time  with  industrial'  .· 
. applications.. .  ·  ·  ·  ·  · ·  . / · 
While  ensuring  that the . technique~  of  genetic  modification  are  used: in  a  . 
·responsible way, we must at the same time take. into account the wider scientific 
. knowledge and experience  gain~d-over· the last ten years.  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  Since the  early. 1980s ·the techniques  ot'  genetic modific3:tion. have  been_ used · 
extensively in  tnany research laboratories and industrial facilities worldwide, as 
. a result of. which there .is  now _scientific  evidence pointing to  thy safety of many 
_types  of activities  involving  genetically  ~odified micro-organisms,  which  cari, 
therefore, be carried out safely in  contained facilities by  applying normal good 
·  · laboratory practices. .  . .  ·.  ·  ·  · 
The  C~mmissioh  has  moun'ted  an  extensive  and  systematic. review of the. 
· .  provisions  of  Directive 9Q/219/EEC  by  taking into.  account  riot  only. the 
abovementioned  scientific knowledge,  but also  the  experien(1e. gained  with  the 
implementation ofthis Directive; In carrying out this review the Commission was 
involved in extensive consultation with int~rested parties...  · 
Th.e  review identified the following main weaknesses iri  Dire~tive 90/219/EEC: 
(i) 
. (ii) . 
·, 
. (iii) 
{lv) 
'(v) 
·The  classification ··system  .for  GMMs· is  hot  in  ltn_e  with· international 
practice.  ·  ·  . 
- ..  - -
The administrative pro~edures and notification. requi-rements a.re  riot lin.ked 
to the real: risk of activities.  ·  ·  ··.·  ·  · 
. The  administrative. p~ocedures for  certain  classes. of activities  involving 
genetically .  modified mi cro:-organisms are  .. unne_cessarily  restrictive. 
Thereis  .insufficient guidance  as  to the  ~;oritainment and control  measures 
which  should  be  applied  in  order  to . protect  human  health  and  the 
. environment.  · · · 
The flexibility  of the Directive is  limited as  it does  not  provide for 'easy 
. adaptation to technical progress ofone of its Technical Annexes . 
' 
. .  · The Gommission c<?nsiders that it is  now possible  t~ propose  a~e~ci~ents  ·which. 
will address the weakn!!sses of the Directive, while at the same time continuing 
to provide the same level of protection for human heJil!h :and  t~e environment 8efore  making this  proposal  the  Commission  has  taken  into  consideration 
corresponding  regulations  in  other parts of the  world  (e.g.  USA,  Canada)  and 
international guidelines (NIH, OECD, WHO). 
1.2  -Main elements of  the .proposal _ 
· In essence the Commission· is  proposing the following: 
(i)  The administrative procedures and notification requirements will  be linked 
to  the risk of the activities involving GMMs.  Four classes of risk will- be  ' 
foreseen  as  judged  m  the  light of scientific  knowledge  and  international 
-expenence. 
As  a  consequence,  the  current  non-risk  based  differential  treatment  of 
operations for administrative purposes will be abolished. 
(ii)  The  administrative  procedures  will  be  streamlined· where  this does  not 
compromise-safety. 
(iii)  The minimum containment and. control measures to be applied for each risk 
·class .will  be further spec;ified,  thus  ensuring harmonizatiop  and adequate 
environmental protection.  -
(iv)  The possibility for further  e~emptions of safe genetically modified micro-
organisms· will  be  introduced,  thus ·ensuring  rapid adaptation  to  technical 
progress _and  avoidance of unjustified administrative burdens on users  ..  ·. 
(v)  All  Annexes  will  become  amendable  through  a  Regulatory  Committee _ 
procedure,  thus  enhancing flexibility  and  permitting timely  adaptation of 
these highly technical parts of the _Directive to  rapidly.-advancing scientific 
and technical progress._  -
In  addition  to  the  abovementioned  main  modifications,  the  proposal  contains 
amendments which were considered necessary in. order for the text to be consistent 
and  clear.  Furthermore, it was  considered necessary,  to -Up-date  some technical 
parts ofthe Directive on the basis of experience and scientific progress. 
.  ;  ·.  .  ' 
2.  Presentation of changes· in the Articles and the Annexes 
·Article 2 
Paragraph (a) 
It has  been considered necessary to provide_  some further technical  clarification 
concerning the. definition of "micro-organism". 
Paragraphs  (d)  and  (e)  of Directive  90/219/EEC. have  been  delete~, since  the 
distinction  between  Type  A  ~d Type  B  operations  was  not  based  on .  any 
identified risk. 
Paragraph (c) 
The definition of "contained use"  has been modified as regards disposal, so that-
the  disposal  of  genetically  modified  micro-organisms  originating . from 
contained~use activities can  be  covered -and  evaluated under the same Directive 
that covers the contained use of such GMMS.  - · 
3-.·.  r·.  • 
-~ 
.  ~ .. 
.· .. 
<' 
....  ~.:' 
Aa1icle .l · 
,_  Given·  th_~ pace at which.the~ field  is  advanci~g; it.h~s been  c~nsidered appropriate to.· . 
introduce .the.  po~si~ility :for  future  exemption  of types  of GMMs· other  th~· those 
specified already in Annex ll  A once evidenceof their safety for human hea:Ith.and tHe 
etivironment be~omes available. 
·.  \ 
Atticle. 4  .  ·  ·.  ·  .· 
Paragraph b .  ·  , · 
. The use ofge~etically mo<Jifie-d  micro-organ{sms wh.ich have be~n placed on the 
market following the procedures :of Di'rective 90/220/EEC or of  other Community, 
legislation which provides for :a specific· environment3Jrisk~assessment similar to·. 
that laid· do.wn  in. that Directive,  will  be exempted f.rom  Directive .90/219/EEC 
provided·· ·that  the  contained  use. of such  GMMs  is  in  acco'rdance  with  the 
conditions,  if· any,  of  th~  marketing  consent  or  approval  given  under  the 
abo_vementioned Co_mmunity  legisl~tion.  ·  · ·  ·  ·  · 
This has oeen co~sidered necessary  in order ·.to avoid a sit,uationwhere notification . 
would have to be submitted and a risk  assessment_ would have to be carried out 
in order to proceed in· partic.ular premises with uses of GMMs which have ~lr,eady 
been given consent/approvaL under Community legislation providing for a specific 
environmental risk assessment Such a situation would be  unjustifi_~d since· a full  · 
assessment ofthe approved use(s) of  such GMMs would have already been carried 
~u~ under _the_  abovementioned Community  l~gislaiioil.  ·  ·  · 
., 
ArticleS 
Paragraph 3 
Activities involving genetically modified J;Iiicro-organisms Win be· subject to a  ·ri~k . 
· assessment which should· result in the  categorization of activities in four  classes . 
of 'risk.  The,principles on  which. the  risk aSsessment  should be carried out 'are 
-outlined in Annex III. ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  -
· This ha5  been considere<;l  necessary since all· in~emationaily acc~pted guidelines 
and other Communi-ty  legislation  (Directive  90/679/EEC)  foresee classification 
·in  four 'Classes  of risk.  In. this  way .  low  and  high  .risk  genetically  modified 
micro:prganisms Will  no longer be classified in  the same·group·arid-besubject to 
the s~e  aqministrative procedures· as  is currently the case. 
Giv~n the emphasis .of Directive 90/219/EEC .on  the· protection of hum~  health 
and the envi·ronrrient, which presupposes the application of containment' measures 
· commensurate ,to  ri_sk; .each  risk  class· will  cohespond to  a  particular  h~vel of· 
containment. .In  this. way  there. will  be· clear  provisions  as  to· the  minimum 
containment  measures 'which. are  appropriate  for ·each  risk  class,. which  is. not 
currently ~the ca.Se  for low to high. risk GMMs.  ·  -
Article 6 ·  .. · · 
Paragraph  1_ 
The user shall apply- the containment and control 'measures which correspond to: 
the-risk'class of the activity, so that a high level of  safety is ensured and exp'osure 
· to  ariy  'genetically .modified· micro-organisms  is  kept  to  the  lowest  practicable 
leveL  ·  ·  . 
4 
.  .  '· Annex IV  presents  four Tables outlining the  normal minimum requirements and 
measures  for  each  level . of contaim'nent  ~d for  different  types  of activities. 
According to  international practice these measures· correspond to  a high level of 
safety . 
.:  Paragraph 2 . 
It has been specified that not only the containment and control measures, ,but also 
the risk as'sessment should be periodically reviewed in  the- light of new scientific 
or technical knowledge and in  the case of significant changes in  the activities. 
Articles 8, 9 and 10 
These. Articles specify the administrative procedures and ~o-tification requirements which 
are considered appropriate for each risk class.  More specifically: 
Article. 8 
Class  1  activities  will  be able  to  commence immediately  _following  the  notification 
referred  to  in  Article. 7,. which  should  include  at  least  the  information  outlined  in 
Annex VA. 
This  has been  considered  appropriate since· Class  activities  are· activities ·of no or 
negligible risk and there is  no justification for a waiting period before commencement 
of such activities. 
The Commission believes· that for  Class  1 activities safety for  human health and the 
environment is  adequately ensured through the correspol).ding cont;tinment and control 
measures  outlin~d in  Annex IV.  Furthermore, competent authorities have the right to  --
control at any time the correctness of the risk assessment and the adequacy of  safety and 
emergency response measures as well as the adequacy of waste management according 
to  the  provisions  of Article  1 1.  For  Class  1 activities,  control  by  the  competent 
authorities will be facilitated by the obligation imposed on users to  ke~p records of each 
assessment 
Article 9 
Class 2  activities will ·be  able  to  commence following submission of the information 
outlined in Annex VB. 
If  no previous notification has been submitted for Class 2 or higher class activities; work 
· can  only  commence 45  days  after submission of the  notification, or earlier with the 
agreement  of the  competent  authority.  Such  a  waiting  period  has  been  considered 
necessary, in order for the competent authority to .be able to  verify' 'if the users are able 
to  carry out the risk assessment and to apply the appropriate containment and control 
measures. 
If,  however,  a  previous  notification  has -been  submitted  for  Class  2  or· higher class 
activities and the aSsociated consent requirements have been satisfied, the riew Class 2 
activity  can  commence  immediately  following  a  new  notification  containing  the 
information outlined in Annex VB. This li.as been considered appropriate since users will 
have been able to demonstrate earlier their ability to carry out risk assessment and apply 
the appropriate control and containment measures.  · 
Article  10 
Class 3 and Class 4  activities· will  be  able to  commence following submission of the 
information outlined in Annex VC  .  . 
5 ..... 
·If rio. previous notification has been submitteo for the same or high,er class-activities, the--
contained use  may  not proceed without  a  written  consent of the  competent authority 
which should_be given within 90 days after submission of the notification. If; however, 
a previous notification has been submitted for-the sameor higher class of activities and_ 
·the· associated consent requirements have been satisfied, then. the new· activity can in the· 
absence of anY  indication to the contrary, corn;mertce 45  days ·after submission ·of  a· new 
notification containing the information outlined in Annex VC. This· hasbeen considered 
appropriate .since users will have been able tO  demonstrate earlier their abjlity to carry 
out risk assessment arid apply ,the· appropriate control and'cC:mtainment  measures, 
Article ll 
CompetentAuthoqties appointed by Me~ber  States will have the-responsibility not-only 
. of receiving and acknowledging  notifications~ but also of examining the correctness of 
the  risk assessment' and the assignment. of  class of the  risk:  The competent authority 
may, among other:s, .ask the user to  amend the class of risk assigned to  the activity(ies) 
arid  may requir-e that the contained use, if proposed does not' begin or if in  progress  i~ 
halted.  ·  .  · 
Article 14  · 
·_  .  Paragraph a ·  .·  . ·  ·-.. 
·Given  the  risk-based.approach .of this  proposal,  it h~ beeri ·  ~onsidered necessary to 
define  on the, ba.Sis  of the. class  of risk  the activities ·for which  the  drawing  up  of 
emergency response plans Will  be necessary. It has also- been considered necessary to 
further  <:;larifY  the circumstances under which the drawing-up .of emergency  response 
plans will be necessary. It  has, therefore, been specified that emergency plans should be 
drawn up  for Class  ~ and Class 4 activities where -failure' of the containment measures  . 
could lead to  serious danger;  immediate or delayed to  humans outside the premises 
·and/or to the ·environment.  - ·  ·  ·  · · 
Paragraph b 
It h~  been conside;ednecessary to clarify that  inf~rmation on emergency plansshould 
be suppli~d to bodies and authorities likely to-be affected by .an  acCident  .- · 
·Article  15  -
Paragraph 1 
.. 
. .  . 
Given the fact ·that it might ·not ·~Iways be possible to have  exact· information on the 
identity and the quantities of G'M:M:s  released in  the event of an  accident,  it ·has been 
.. considered necessary to ·specify that in  the event of an  accident infonriation ·should be 
. given ·ori  the  identi!Y  and  quantities  of the  GMMs ·concerned  (i.e.  involved· in  the 
Contained use affected by the accident).  · 
Article 16 
· Paragraph.· h 
Given the-fatt that-,lr might not be· always p'ossible .to  have ·exaCt  information on the 
ident~tY and the quantities of  -GMMs  releaied in  the event of an  accident,  ~t has been 
considered  appropriate  to  specify  that  the  Commission  should  be  informed of the 
identity and the quantities of the GMMs concerned (i.e.  involved in  the.contairied use 
affected by the accident).  ·  ·  · 
6  .· Article 18 
Paragraph  1 
Given the new risk-based classification system  o~tlined in Article 5, it is  pfopos~d that 
the summary reports to be submitted to the Commission by Member States should cover 
Class 3 and Cla5s 4 activities.  · 
Article 19 
It has been considered necessary to  bring this paragraph in  line with the modifications 
introduced in the body of the Directive and the Annexes, while ensuring that the public 
_has  access to  information related to  safety.  ·  · 
.It  is;  therefore,  proposed  that  in  no  case  may  the  following  information  be  kept 
confidential: 
the characteristics of the GMMs~ 
name and address of the  notifier~ 
location of use; 
level and measures of containment; 
the evaluation of foreseeable effects, in particular any harmful effects on. human · 
health and the environment.  ·  · 
Article 20 
.  . 
Given  the  pace  at  which  this  field  is  advancing  it  is  necessary  that  the  technical .. 
elements of the Directive (i.e.  the Annexes) are  easily adaptable to  t_echnicaf progress. 
The Commission considers that the possibility for easy adaptation to techitical progress . 
should ·also  be  introduced  for  Annex '1,  since  this  Annex  presents  the  technical 
interpretation of the notion described in Article 2(b)  and as  such it should reflect the 
state of the art.  · 
it is,  therefore, the  Commission's proposal that all  Annexes be  amendable  through· ·a 
Committee procedure. 
' 
Annex I 
This  Annex  presents  a  technical  interpretation  of the  term  "gen~tically  modified 
micro-organism" as  defined in  Article 2(b  ). 
Part I outlines. the techniques whic}:l according to  rec~nt scientific knowledge fall Within 
the notion defined in  Article 2(b );  while  ·  "' 
..  Part 2 outlines the techniques which according to recent scientific knowledge do not fall 
,within the abovementioned notion. 
Annex II 
Part A:. This· part of the  Ann.ex  has  bee~ adapted  to  technical  progress  and  outlines 
techniques of genetic  modification  which should be  excluded from  the  scope of the 
Directive in ·accordance with Article 3:  · 
Part B: This part includes types of GMMs which are kno~  to be safe for-human  h~alth. 
and the  environqtent, and which  are excluded from  the Directive in  accordance with 
Article 3. 
7 3. 
The Commission has at present been able to identify GMMs known. to  be safe, which . 
are listed in Part A.  Given the pace at which this field is advancing it is t()  be expected 
that types of GMMs known  to  be safe Will  b.e  identified  in  the  future,  and  will  be 
included in Part H. 
Annex m  . 
This Arinex  outlines  the principles  according  to  which  the  assessment referred  to  m 
Article 5 should:be .carried out.  · 
Paragraph  1  outlines.  the  basic  elements  of the  risk'  assessment,  which· are:  the 
·identification· of potentially harmful effects, their severity  and the-likelihood of them 
being  realized,  while  paragraph  2  outlines  the  effects  that  can  be  considered  as 
potentially harmful.  · 
Paragraphs 3. 4 and 5 present aharmonii:ed approach to the categorization of activities 
and selection of corttrol measures based on already existing classification schemes, the 
..  new properties of the GMM, the characteristics. of the.operation and· the characteristics 
of the. environment likely. to be exposed.  . 
Annex IV  .. 
In order to  ensure. harmonization and adequate environmental  protection it has been 
considered necessary to  further specify and elaborate upon the minimum containment 
· and 'control  measures for each risk class and for different types of  activities following 
.  a  careful  examination of national  and international  practices,  as  well  as  the work 6f 
CEN in this field.  ·  ·  · 
The result of this analysis h~  been Annex IV,  which presents four Tables outlining 
minimum  containment  and  control  measures  for  laboratory  activities  (Table· I a,  . 
additional  measures  for  glasshouses  and growthrooms (Table  I  b  and  animal  units· 
(Table I  c,  as  well  as  minimum  containment  and  control  measures  for  other  than 
laboratory :activities (Table II). 
Anriex V  · 
This Annex outlines the information which should be submitted for: 
the .first  time that activities involving GMMs take  place  in  particular premises . 
(Part A)~  .  . 
·Class 2 activities in particular (Part B);  . 
Class 3 and Class 4 activities in particular (Part C). 
Impact on Small .arid Medium Enterprises (SMEs). · 
.  ! 
The Commission estimates thatthe proposed amendment will have a positive impact on . 
small and medium enterprises and their competitiveness for the following ·reasons: 
• 
• 
• 
The elimination of regulatory  redundancies i.e.  administrative requirements not 
justified by safety, will have & positive irilpact.on the competitiveness of SMEs. 
.  .  ~  .  ' 
The administrative procedures hav.e  been linked to the actuai risk Of the activities 
~allowing_ a  classification  system . which  is  clear· and  compatible· with  other . 
Community 'legislation (i.e.· Directive 90/679/EEC) and 'international gui~elines. 
The proposed claSsification in four classes of risk is expected to ·elim.inate current 
unnecessary  costs for the management of low risk  GMMs which  currently  fall. 
under Group II. 
.  I 
8 •  The abolition of the non-risk based and rather confusing differential treatment of 
operations for administrative purposes which currently places additional unjustified 
burdens on large scale and industrial operations without regard to actual risk leads 
to  the direct linking of administrative burdens to  the. actual risk of activities and 
consequently to  rationalization of adJ;llinistrative costs. 
•  The administrative procedures and requirements have been lightened for the vast 
majority (Class 1 and Class 2) of activities in  which. SMEs normally engage, and 
have been brought closer to those currently applied by  the main trading partners 
of the  EU.  This  is  expected  to  lower  threshold  costs  for  SMEs  developing 
innovative biotechnology applications and could provide an  incentive for joint-
venture R&D investment and. for the location of production activities in the EU.  · 
•  The provision of clear guidance as to the containment and control measure.s that 
should be applied depending on the risk of tlte activities and the clarification of 
ambiguous technical terms is expected to contribute further to the reduction of  the 
costs of  compliance.  · 
l 
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. ' Proposal for a  ·  ,,)!'dod. 
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE  ,  ·,  ·· 
amending· Directive 90/219/EEC  ·. 
on the contained use: of genetically modified micro-organi·sms .. 
:  ~  $  ••  .  . - . :  :  ..  r  ~.:.  ..  .  .l. •  , 
TilE COUN~  OF lHE EUROPEAN  UNION~ 
- .  -.' 
Having  regard· to  the  Treaty  establishing  the ·European  Community,  and  m  particular 
Article  130s thereof,  · 
Hav~ng regard to the proposal  f~orn the  Commis~ion, 
J  . 
·'· 
. Acting  in  accordance  with  th~  procedure. laid , down .in  Article . 189c  of the  Treaty,  m 
cooperation with the European Parliament,'  ·  ·.: · .. , 
·Having regard to the opinion of'the Economic and Social Committee, · 
· Whereas, under the Treaty, action by the. Community relating to the environment should be 
based on the principle that preventive action is to be taken and to  seek to  preserve, protect 
., and improve the environment and to protect human health; 
Whereas activities involving genetically  modified  micro-organisms should be classified in 
relation  to  the  risks  they  present;  whereas  such  classification  should  be  in  line  with 
international practice; whereas such classification should be based on  an  assessment of the 
risk' 
' 
Whereas appropriate containment and control  measures should be  applied to  ensure a high 
· level of safety; whereas the containment and control measures should be linked to the risk of 
the activities;  · 
Whereas.:  the  .  following  ·~ain  ·weaknesses  have  been  identified  in  Council 
Directive 90/219/EEC<'), as amended by Commission Directive 94/51/EC<
2
): the classification 
system is not  in line with international practice, the administrative pr:ocedures and notification 
requirements are not linked· to the real  risk of  ·activities;  the  administrative procedures for 
certain classes of  activities involving genetically modified micro-organisms' are unnecessarily 
restrictive;  there .is  insufficient  guidance  as  to  the  containment  and  control,  measures 
which should  .  be  applied . in  order  to  protect  human.  health  and'  the  environment; 
Directive 90/219/EEC does not permit rapid adaptation to technical progress; technical parts 
of the Directive need to he adapted. to technical progress;  .  ' 
Whereas there is now considerable experience and knowledge of the risks associat~d with the 
contained use of genetically modified micro-organisms; 
Whereas  Dir~ctive 90/219/EEC s.hould therefore be amended accordingly, 
HAS ADOPTED TillS DIRECTIVE: 
Article  1 
'  '  . 
Directive 90/219/EEC. is hereby amended as follows: 
(I) 
(2) 
OJ No L  117, 8.5.1990, p.  L 
. OJ No L 297,  18.11.1994, p.  29. 
10 .  I 
1.  Article 2 is  amended as  follows: 
(a)  The following  words  are  added  at  the  end of paragraph (a):  "including viruses, 
viroids and animal  and plant cells  in  culture,  but excluding naked  nucleic acid 
molecules."; 
(b)  In paragraph (b), the references to  "Annex I A"  in  subparagraphs (i) and (ii) are 
replaced by  '~Annex I"~  · 
(c)  Paragraph (c) is replaced by the following: 
"(c)  "contained use"  shall  mean:  any  op,eration  in  which  micro-organisms are 
genetically modified or in which such genetically modified micro-org~isms 
are cultured, stored, used, transported or destroyed [deleted words], and for 
which physical barriers, or a combination of physical barriers together with 
chemical and/or biological barriers, are used to limit their contact with the 
general population and the environment; or any activity In which genetically 
modified micro-organisms are disposed of,· for which physical or chemical 
or biological barriers, or any  combination of these types, are used to limit 
their contact with the general population arid the environment;" 
(d)_  Paragraphs (d) and (e) are deleted; 
(e)  The following paragraph (i) is added: 
"(i)  "significant changes"  in  the  context of Article  6a(2)  shall  mean  changes 
which could change the result of the risk assessment" 
.  ' 
2.  Article 3 is replaced by the following: 
.  I  ,  •  , 
"Article 3 
This Directive shall not apply where genetic modification is.obtained through the use 
of  the techniques or methods listed in Annex II, or for contained-use activities involving . 
other types of genetically modified micro-organisms lmown to be safe for human health 
and the  environment.  Such types of genetically  modified  micro-organisms  and their 
characteristics are listed in Annex II, Part B"; 
3.  ArtiCle  4 is deleted. 
4.  Article 5 is amended as follows: 
(a)  In  the  first  sentence  the  words  "Articles  7  to  12".  are  replaced  by  the  words 
"Articles 6a and Articles 8 to  11"; 
(b)  The second sctntence is replaced by  the following: 
I 
"This  Directive  shall  not  apply  to  the  storage,  culture,  transport,  destruction, 
disposal or use of genetically modified micro-organisms which have been placed 
, on  the  market  in  accordance  with  Directive  90/220/EEC  or  under  any  other 
Community  legislation,  which  provides  for  a  specific  environmental-risk 
assessment similar to  that laid down in  Directive 90/220/EEC, provided always 
that  the·  contained  use  is  in  accordance  with  the  conditions,  if any,  of the 
marketing approval or consent." 
I. 
II 5.  Article 6 is  amended as  follows: 
(a) . ·Paragraphs 2 and 3 are replaced' by  the folio 'wing  texts: 
.  .  . 
"2.  To  this end, the user shall carry ·out an  assessm~nt of the conta:ined  uses as. 
regards the risks to human health and the environment that they may incur, 
taking due account of the·principles set out in ·Annex IlL 
3.  The  3-!?Sessment  should .result  in the categorization  of the  contained-use 
activities in  thefollo~ng four  cl~ses of risk: 
'  '  .  . 
.:  Class. 1::  ActiVities of no, or negligible, risk, that is to .say; activities for 
which level 1 containment is appropriate to protect human health 
as  well  as  the  environment,  that  could  be  exposed  to  the 
genetically modified micro.;.organisms. 
Class 2: ·  Activities  of low·  risk,  that  is  activities  for  which  level· 2 · 
· containment is appropriate to protecthuinan ·health·as well as the 
environment that co'uld  be exposed to the genetically modified  ' 
micro-organisms in the absence  ~f  containm~nt. 
'  ' 
Class 3:  Activities of moderate risk, that is·  activities for which level  3 
containment is appropriate to protect human health as well. as the. 
environment that could be exposed to  the genetically modified 
. micro-organisms in the absence of containment.  . 
Class 4: .  Activities  of high  -risk,'  that  is  activities  for. which  level  4 
containment is appropriate to protect human he·alth as· well as the 
environment that could be .eXJ)osed  to  the genetically. modified 
. micro-organism~ in the absence of.containm(mt."  ·  ··  · 
·{b)  In  paragraph ·4,  the words ''Articles 8,  9 and  IO"  is  ~eplaced by  the words 
· "Articles 8 and 10".  '  · 
'  ~ •  I'~  , 
q.  ·  .. Th.e  foil~  wing Article 6a  is· i~seried: 
,.  ,•  '.-· 
":Article 6a 
1.  The user shall apply the containment and control measures from the appropriate 
Table(s)  in  Annex IV  correspop.ding· to  the  risk  class  of the ·activity,' so  as  to 
keep workplace  apd  environm~ntal  exposure  to  any  genetically.  modified 
.. micro-organisms to 1he lO"\-VeSt  reasonably  practicable level,  and  SO  that a  high 
level of.  safety is. ensured.".  ·  ·  · 
. 2.  The risk  assessment and the containment and control measures applied shall be 
periodically reviewed forthwith .if:  · 
.  .  . 
. · (a)  there  has· been  a  signifi.cant ·change  m  the  activity(ies)  to  which  the 
assessment relates; or 
(b)  . ther~ is  reason  to  suspect  that  the  assessmeri_t. is  no  longer .  adequate  as 
. judged in  the lightof new scientific or technicaL knowledge." 
7.  ·  'Article 7 is deleted ... 
12 89 ~iwArticles 8, ,_9j and.; 10  are  replaced by  the following: 
..  ~  ...... 
9. 
-'7•,  i  "Article 8 
When premises are to be used for the first time for activities involving the contained use 
of genetically  modified micro-organisms, the  user  shall  be  required to  submit to  the 
competent  authorities  a  notification  containing  at  least.  the  information  listed  in 
. Annex V, Part A.  . 
Article 9 
For Class  l  activities to  be carried o.ut,  no  further notification shall  be  needed.  Such 
activities shall be able to  commence immediately following the notification referred to 
in  Article 8.  Users of genetically modified micro-organisms in  Class  l  activities shall 
be required to keep the record of each assessment referred to in Article 6(  4  ), which shall 
be  made  avail~ble to  the competent authority.' on  request. 
Article. 10 
1.  For the  first  and  subsequent  Class  2  activities  to  be  carried  out  in  premises 
notified in  accordance  with  Article  8,  a notification containing the information 
listed in  Anriex V, Part B shall be submitted. 
2\  :If no  previous notificati.on has  been submitted for  Class  2 or a higher. class of 
activities, the contained use m,ay, in absence of any indication to the contrary from 
the  competent  authority,  proceed  45  days  after  submission. of the  notification 
'referred to above, or earlier with the agreement of the competent-authority. 
3.  If a previous notification has been submitted for Class 2 activities or higher and 
the associated consent requirements have been  satisfied, the contained use may · 
proceed immediately follo,wing·the·new:notification.".  .,..  ,  ..  ,  --:.:.:,  .<i  ~ 
The following Article  1  Oa is inserted: 
..  .  !  .  .  '  .  .  '  .  .  .  ..  '  .  ('  .•  - .  .,.... •  .  '  ~  '.r  . 
1. 
2. 
'.·  .. 
3. 
"Article lOa 
For first and subsequent Class 3 or Class 4 activities to be carried out in premises 
notified in. accordance with  Article  8, ·a notification  containing the information 
listed in  Annex V, Part ·c shall '·be  submitted.  . 
'  •  •  •  t  •  • 
If no  previous notification has been  submitted for  Class 3 or a higher class of 
activities, the contained use may not proceed without the consent of  the competent 
authority. The' competent authority shall communicate its decision in writing at the 
latest 90  day~  ·~ter submission of the notification. · 
If a previous  notification  has  been  submitted  for  Class  3  or  a higher  class  of 
activities  and  the  associated .consent  requirements  have  been  satisfied,  the 
contained use may in absen.;:e of any indication to the contrary from the competent 
authority proceed 45 days after submission of the new notification, or earlier with 
·'the agreemenrof the competent authority."  . 
10.  Article  11  is amended as follows: 
(a)  The words  II Article 8,  Article 9(2) and Article 1  0"  in pru'agraph  1 are replaced tJy 
the words "Articles 8,  10 and  lOa";  · 
:  ..  ~··  . - . 
(b)'·· In paragraph 2;·the word'"chissification" is replaced by-the words "risk assessment 
and the class of risk";  ·  · 
13 / 
(c)  In  point {a) of paragraph 3,  the second  sentence  is  replace·d~ by  the· following: 
''In this  case  the  competent ·authorit-y . may  require  that  the, contained ·use,  if 
proposed, does not begin or, if in progress, is halted, tlntil the cot;ilpetent authority 
has given its approval on the basis of the further information obtained or of the 
modified conditions of the contained use.'\  ·  ··· 
'I·,: 
(d)  :Paragraphs 4 and 5 are delete&  '·. 
(e)  'Iri  paragraph  6,  the  wor.ds  "paragraphs .4  and  5"  are  replaced  by  the  words 
"Articl.es  10  and -i Oa",  ·. 
11.  ·  Paragr~h 1 of Arti¢le  12 i~ replaced by the .foHo.wing: 
· "l.' .  If the userbecoines.'aware of  rel~v~tn~W  infonmt#on,or n:todifies·the 'co~taiil~d 
use in a way which could have significant consequences fonhe risks. posed'by it; 
the competent authority shall be informed as soon 'as possible and the notification 
under Articles 8,  10 and lOa modified."  · 
12.  Artici.e  13  is  replaced by the following:.·. 
"Article 13 
Where a Member State considers it appropriate, it  ~ay  provide tbat groups or the public 
shall  be  eonsulted  on  aspects  of the.- proposed  contained  use,  in  accordance  with 
A.rticle'l9.". 
.  r 
13:  Article 14 is replaced by the following: 
~'Article 14  · 
~. ·.  •  .:'  .. /·. •  ..  ,  '  ..  ·-·  ,·  ,·  .  •  • •• ' .•  '  '  '  •  '  ••  ~- .!  ; 
The., coinpete~t .authorities'~ sb~[·  ensure' that; :<Where  ·necessary~.  • before'  .an  aCtiVity 
commences:  · 
(a)  .  Ari  emerg~ncy plan is drawn ;up for Class  3··  arid. C'lass 4 activities  wJ:i~~e·  failur~ 
of the containment measures could lead to serious danger, immediate .or delayed, 
to humans outside: the premises~  arid/or to' .the environment.  . . ·  ·  ·  ·..  · 
Information on emergency plans is supplied i~ an approp~iate  ~anner, kid without 
their having to "request it, to  bodies. and authorities .liable  to  be  affected by the 
accident.  The information shall be updated at appropriate intervals. It shall also 
be made publicly available. .  ·  · 
The  Member  States· concerned  shall  at  the  same  time  make  available  to  other 
Member States concerned, as a basis for all necessary· consuf  tation within the framework 
of their bilateral relations, the same information as that which is disseminated to their 
nationals."  · 
. 14.  Paragraph 1 of Article 15  is amended as follows:  .  :  .  . 
.  .  - .  .  .  .  ·-.  "  ·,  .  .•.  In .the second indent; the word  "released'~. is replaced by the word  "concerned"~ 
(b)  In the fourth indent, the word "emergency" is ·deleted  ..  · 
15.  · In point (b) of paragraph ·1, of  Arti~le i·6, the phrase "the identity and ~q:uantities. of the 
genetically modified  micro~organisms  released,.  the  emergency  response  measures 
. .  employed  and their  effectiveness"  is  replaced  by -"the  identity  and  quantities  of the. 
· . ge;n~~cally ~f.iqifieQ micro-organisms co~~ern,ed, the: response measures  employ~d and 
their effectiveness'.'.  ·  ·  .  ·  · . ·  ·  .  · · . .  ·  : · ·  ·  . · 
.  ..1'  .  ~ ·'  -.·  .  .  .  . 
;  ' 
14 1.6  In  Article  18,  p~ragraph 1 is  replaced by  the following: 
"I.  Member States shall send to the Commission, at the end of each year, a summary 
report  on  the  Class  3  and  Class  4  contained  uses  notified  under  Article  lOa, 
including the description, purpose and risks of the activity or activities." 
' 
17.  In Article 19, paragraph 4  is replaced by the following: 
"4.  In no case may the following information, when submitted according to Articles 8, 
9 or 10,  be kept confidential: 
the characteristics of the genetically modified micro-organisms, name and 
address of the notifier, and location of use; 
the level and measures of containment; · 
-- the evaluation of foreseeable effects,  in  particular any harmful  effects on 
human health and the environment." 
18.  In Article 20, the words "Annexes II to V" are replaced by the words "Annexes I to V". 
19.  The Annexes are amended as shown .in the Annex hereto. 
Article 2 
1.  Member States shall bring irito force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions 
necessary to comply with this Directive by 1 January 1999. They shall forthwith inform 
the Commission thereof 
When Member States adopt these  provisions,  these  shall  contain  a  reference to this 
Directive  or  shall  be  accompanied  by  such  reference  at  the  time  of their  official 
publication. The procedure for such reference shall be adopted by Member States. 
2.  Member States shall communicate to the Commission the text of the main provisions 
of. national law which they adopt in the field covered by this Directive. 
Article 3 
• 
This Directive shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in 
the Official Journal of the ~uropean Communities. 
Article 4 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
·Done at Brussels; 
15 
For the Council  ' 
The President ANNEX 
I 
The  Annexes to  Directive 90/219/EEC are amended as follows: 
I.  Former Annex I A becomes Aimex I and  is. amended as  follows: 
{a) 
(b) 
In Part  I, point (  i)  is replaced by the following: 
"(i)  recombinant-micleic  acid  techniques  involving  the ' formation  of  new 
combinations of genetic material by the insertion of nucleic acid molecules 
produced by  whatever means outside an organism, into any  virus,  ~acterial 
plasmid 01; other vector system and their incorporation into a host organism 
"iri  which  they  do  not naturally  occur  but  in  which  they  are  capable  of 
COntinued propagatior.  II  . 
Part·2 is  amended as foll(;ws:  r 
(i) ..  In  the  introductory  phrase,  the  word  "DNA"  is  replaced.  by  the  words 
"nucleic acid", and the following words are added:  "made by  techniques or, 
methods other than those excluded by Annex II:" 
(ii)  'Point 2 is  replaced by the following: 
"(2)  natural processes such as:  conjugation, transduction, transformation;" 
2.  Annex I B is deleted. 
3.  Annex II  Is  replaced by the following: 
"Arinex II 
. A.  Techniques or methods of  genetic modification yielding  micro~~rganisms to  be 
excluded from the Directive on the condition that they .do not involve the use of 
recombinant-nucleic acid molecules or genetically .modified micro-organisms other 
than those produced by one or more of the techniques/methods listed bel?w: 
I.  Mutagenesis; 
2:  Cell fusion (including protoplast fusion) ofprokary.otic species that exchange 
·.genetic material  by  known  physiological  processes; where  the  resulting 
micro-organism is  unlikely to  cause disease to humans, animals or plants; 
'  '  / 
3.  Cell fusion  (including protoplast fusion) of cells of any  eukaryotic species, 
including ·production  of hybridomas  and  plant . cell  fusions,  where· the 
resulting micro-organism is unlikelx to cause disease to humans, animals or 
plants;  .  . ..  .  ·  ·  ,  .  • .. 
4.  Self-cloning consistingin the removal of nucleic acid sequences from a ceU 
of an organism which may or may not be followed by  reinsertion of all  or 
part. of that nucleic acid  (or a synthetic equivalent)  with or  without prior 
enzymic or mechanical steps, into cells ofthe same species or into cells of 
phytogenetically closely relatedsp~cies which can exchange genetic material 
by. natural ·physiological processes, where the  r~sulting micro-organism  is 
unlikely to  cause disease to humans, ·animals or: plants. 
16 '. 
Self-cloning may  include the use of recombinant vectors) V!lith 'an extended 
history of safe use in the particular micro-organisms. The following are non-
exhaustive examples of safe host/vector systems:  ,  · 
E-coli K  12  strains/pBR ~22; 
.  ·  Eukaryotic cells/defective Simian virus 40 (SV 40). 
B.  ·Types of  genetically modified micro-organisms which have been shown to be safe 
for human health and the environment and which are, therefore, excluded from the 
Directive:"  · 
4.  Annex III is  replaced by the following: 
"Annex III 
.  .  ' 
· PRINCIPLES  TO  BE FOLLOWED FOR THE  ASSESSMENT REFERRED  TO IN. 
ARTICLE 6 
Elements of assessment 
1.  The following should be consid~red as  potentially harmful effects: 
2.  a. 
disease to humans, animals or plants; 
adverse effects resulting from ·the inability to treat disease or offer effective 
prophylaxis;  · .. :  ... 
adverse  effects  resulting  from · 'establishment  or  dissemination  m  the 
environment: 
. adverse-effects resulting fro'm transfer of genes to other organisms.·. 
The assessment referred to in Article 6 should be based on the ·following:. 
(i)  the recipient micro-organism; 
(ii)  the inserted (donated) genetic material; 
.  ' 
(iii)  the vector; 
(iv)  the donor micro-organism (if the donor micro-organism is used during 
the operation); 
(v) ·  the resulting genetically modified micro-organisms. 
b.  The severity' of the potentially harmful effects. 
c.  The likelihood of the potentially harmful effects being realized. 
Procedure· 
·~ 
3.  In order to ·arrive  at the categorization of a· particular activity,  as  r~ferred to  in 
Article 6, the'user· may take into consideration the risk class of the recipient, the 
vector arid,  if applicable,  donor micro-organism as  giv~n in 'other <Community 
legislation,  intem~tional or .national schemes (e.g. WHO, NIH etc.). 
17 .  . . 
b~bu '  The'se< classification  schemes  concern .natural  micro-organisms  and  are  usually 
nr":  .  .'based'dn the ability of micro-organisms to cause disease .to hurnans or animals, 
and on the severity  and trahsm_issibility  of the· disease likely· to be caused.  The 
user may  also  ta~e into consideration  claSsification  schemes  referring  to· plant 
,. pathogens (which are usually established on a  national basis). The abovementioned 
·  classification schemes give only a provisional indication of the risk class of the 
·activity and the corresponding set of  containment and control mea.Sures  required. 
:.  - •  f 
'  5. 
4.  The final  classification and selection ;Of coritrol  measures  must be made in  the 
. light of: ·  ·  , .  · :  · 
(i)  any  harmful  properties (see  ab<;>ve)  which the vector or inserted material 
might confer· on the recipient,  Qr  any  alteration of the recipient's  exi~ting 
properties; 
(ii)  the characteristics of the operation (e~g. its nature, scale); 
.  •. 
(iii)  the characteristics of  the environment likely to be expo~ed  to the genetically 
.. :- .. ·modified micro-organisms  (e.g.  whether  in  the 'environment  likel{'to be 
exposed to the ·genetically modified nticro-organisms there are. knoWrl'· biota 
which  can  be  adversely  affected· by the  micro-organisms  used in  the 
contained-use activity).  ·  ·  _;  ~  .. : 
5.  The  ~~ysis carried out as  descnbed.i.mder·paragraphA above  may  lead  t~ a· 
categori2:ation of  the risk of the activitY higher or lower than the provisional one. 
The.check foreseen in paragraph 4 should be repeated, until the final classification 
is ·stable."  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  .  . .  .  -
Annex IV is replaced by the following: 
" .l l  ~  ; I  .  .'  ~ j  .'.,  ~ '-;.  '  :  n· ·  .. .  :. 
Containment and Control Measures 
Preface 
These tables present the normal minimum requirements and measures necessary for each· 
. level of  eontainme~t.  . 
.  .  .  .  .  . 
Containment is achieved through the use of  good workp'ractices;.containment equipmen't 
and special installation design.  · 
The titles of the Tables are indicative. 
.  .  ~-
Table I a presents minimum requirements for laborator)r activities. 
Table  I b  presents  additions  ·to  and  modifications  . of  Table  I a  for 
gl~shouse/growthroom  activities  involving  genetically  modified  micro-organisms 
(GMMs).  .  .  .  . 
.,..........,  .  '  '  . 
Table I c presents additions to and modifications of  Table I a for activities with animals 
involving genetically modified micro-organisms (GMMs). 
Table II presents minimum require~ents for other activities than  laboratories.actl~ities. 
.  .  .........  _ ...  ,~  .........  -~  ,'"  .  . . :· ... ~ 
In some parti~ular cases, it might be ·necessary to apply a combination of  measures from 
Tableil a  and Table:n; of the same-leveL·  ..  ,,.,;::. ·  . , 
''· 
18 In  some  exceptional  cases  (e.g.  for  plant  pathogens),  it  also  might  be  appropriate, 
following consultation with the Competent Authority not to apply a specification under · 
a particular containment level or to  c~mbine specifications from  two  different levels. 
In these Tables.:  · 
* 
*  optional: 
* 
.  .  ~ 
means not required. 
means that .the ·u:ser should decide' on a case-by-case  basi~. subject. 
to  the .risk  assessment,  to  what  extent  these  measures  are  to  be 
applied. 
means required. 
-'. 
,:· 
19. (I) 
(2) 
(J) 
(4) 
,:Jl£  j~.' 
Annex. IV 
Table I 'a 
·  ~~)b n 
:  .. )f.'. 
.  ,.  .....  ' 
.;. 
:·:·  .• 
.. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
I 
6 
\ 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
· Containment and Control Measures for  Laboratory Activities· · ' 
'. ·;· 
..  ' 
'  '  '  SPecifications  .  Containment  levels· 
1  1  3  4 
BUILDING 
Laboratory suite: isolation<•>  no  no  yes  yes 
Laboratory: sealable for  no  .no·  yes  yes 
fumigation 
.. 
EQUIPMENT 
Surfaces resistant to acids,  yes (bench)  yes (bench)  yes (bench,  yes'(bencf), 
alkalis, solvents, disinfectants  floor)  floor, ceiling, .· 
- walls). 
Entry to lab via airlock<2l  no  ..  ·no  optional  yes 
Negative pressur~ relative to the  no  no'  yes  yes 
.  pressure of the immediate  e~cept for<
4> 
-
surroundings  '  .. 
Extract and input air from  the  no  no  yes (HEPA)(3>  yes (HEPA) 
laboratory  shoul~ be HEP  A- - Extract air  . -Input and 
filtered 
.. 
except for
4>  extraCt air 
Microbiological safety  no  optional  yes  yes 
cabineVenclosure 
•.  .. 
Autoclave  on site  in the building  in suite  in lab =·double 
ended 
~YSTEM  OF WORK 
Restricted access  no  yes  y,es  yes 
' 
Biqhazard signs on the door  no  yes  yes  yes 
Control of aerosol formation  no  yes  yes  yes 
~ 
minimize.  prevent  'preve.nt·. 
\ 
Washing and decontamination  yes  yes  yes  yes 
provisions for personnel 
'  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Isolation = the laboratory is separated from  other areas in  the same building or is in a separated building. 
Airlock= Entry  must b~ through an  airlock. which is a chamber isolated from  th.c  laboratory. The clean  sid~ of the airlock 
muSt be sepa~t~ from  the restricted side by changing or showering facilitieS ·and preferably' by  i~terlocking doors .. 
HEPA = High Etliciency Particulate Air. 
Activities where transmission does not occur via airborne route. 
20 Containment and Control  M~asures for Laboratory Activities 
,.  i  Sj:Jedfi~ations 
.  ,  :  ;· 
Containment ·levels 
: .- .. 
•.  .... 
'·  .. 
1  2  3  4 
'  '  ... 
SYSTEM OF WORK 
13  Shower  - ..  ..  no  no  optional  yes 
,,. 
14.  Protective clothing  labcoat  labcoat  suitable  complete 
protective  change of 
·'  clothing + foot  clothing + foot 
wear  · wear before 
~- ....  . 
entry and_ exit 
15  Gloves  no  optional  yes  yes 
16  Test adequately and maintain  yes  yes  yes  ·yes 
·- control 'measures and equipment 
17  Record keeping  yes  yes  yes  yes 
18  Efficient v~tor  control (e.g. for  optional  yes  yes  yes  : 
rodents and insects) 
--WASTE.  ••  .J  .  ..  ... /  ~  ;.-.·~~:'  ~ 
·q-:  l  . 
-~~J~.f.  _;~ 
.19  Inactivation of GMMs·in·  - .. -·  --·no·-- .. ------ ·no---· 
~-~  -~· .  optional  - -.  ·yes······'·-..  ·- ...  -
effluent from  handwashing sinks  ..  .  .... 
.. 
.  or''drains and showers i(aity 
..  ..  --
..  .. 
'  ': ~'  - ..  ·'  .. 
' 
.  20  Inactivation of GMM:s  in  optional  ' 
·.yes  .yes  yes 
,.  ... 
coritainuuited material imd  waste  -
,, 
•• 1  f;  / 
2i ·Annex 'IV 
Table I b 
Containment and Control Measures for -Glassh,ouses and Growthrooms 
.  )  ..  .  ~· 
T~e terms gla.Ss"i10use  and growthroon1 refer to  a struchlre With  walls,- a ·roof and a flpQr  designed: 
an.d  used principally for growing plants in  a  contr~lled  and protected environment.  · ·  · · 
·All  provisions of Table I a shall apply with. the folloWing additioris/modifica!ions: 
Specifications .  Containment levels 
I 
BUlLDING 
.·  .  .  . 
'I ·  ·  ·Greenhouse : penn  anent 
structi.u-e<Sl  · 
EQUIPMENT 
2  .  Swroundings without· 
susceptible plant species 
.3  Entry  ~ia  a separated room 
with two, interiocking doors 
1  .2  . 
no  ·  yes 
·no  optional 
option~!  optional 
Control of  ~.?r:~i~a.teci run~()!!_ ...  .. .....  ~pt~~~~).  minimize<6l  run~  -water  ·-;- "  ··' . -.  of( 
•5  ' 
7 
_SYSTEM  OF WORK 
Restricted access 
Meastires to control undesired 
species as insects, rodents, 
arthropods 
. Procedures for transfer of living 
matejial between. the 
glasshoUse/growth room, 
protective structure and 
laboratory shall prevent 
dissemination  of  genetically 
modified microorganisms 
yes (visitors  · 
· accepted) · 
(  yes 
m'inimize. 
dissemination 
_yes 
yes 
. minimize 
dissemination 
3 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
- yes. 
prevent 
dissemination 
4 
'yes 
yes 
yes  . 
pre':'ent' run-off 
:.  .,;  . 
.  ·~. 
··'yes 
prevent 
dissemination 
(S) 
(6) 
The glasshouse shall consist of a permanent structure with  a continuous  waterproofed covering, locat¢ o~ a site graded to· 
prevent entry of surface runoff  having self-closing lockable doors. 
Where transmission can occur through the  gr~und. 
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' . Annex IV 
Table I c. 
Containment and Control Measures for Activities in  Animal Units 
All  provisions of Table I a shall apply  with the following additions/modifications: 
. Specifications  Containment levels 
1  2  3  4 
FACILITIES  . 
1  Isolation of animal unit<1l  optional  yes  yes·  yes 
2  Animal facilities<81  separated by  yes  yes  yes  yes 
lockable doors 
3  Animal facilities design for  optional  optional  yes  yes 
decontamination (waterproof 
and easily washable material 
(cages, etc.))  ' 
4  ·Floor and/or walls easily  yes (floor)  yes (floor)  yes (floor and  yes (floor and 
washable  - walls)  walls) 
5  Animal containment in  yes  yes  yes  yes 
appropriate ·cage~. pelis  or 
tanks 
6  Filters on isolators<91  no  no  optional  yes 
(7) 
Animal  unit:  a  building,  or separate  area within  a  building containing facilities  and other areas such  as  changing rooms, showers, 
(8) 
autoclaves, food stor1lge  areas etc.  ·  . 
Animal facility: a facility normally used to house stock, breeding or experimental animals or one whic.h .is used fo.r.tbe  performance of 
minor surgical procedures. 
(9) 
isolators: transparent boxes where the animal  is  contained within or outside a cage. 
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/Annex ~IV 
Table II.' 
''  .  '  .  .  •,  '  ( 
Containment and Control Measl.rres· for other Activities 
Specifications 
GENERAL. 
I  · Viable  ~icro-organisms should be contained in a 5ystem 
.  ·  which physically Separates the process froq\  the enviro~ent 
(closed system) . 
2  Control of exhaust gases froll}  _the  closed S)istem  . 
'3 
5 
Co~lrol.of  aerosols durifig, sampling collection, addition of 
matenal t~.  a_ closed system or. tra.Dsfer of material to anoth~ 
· CloSed  syst~m - .  .  · ·  -
~ !rulctivation of bulk cultUre- fluids  befor~ removal from the· 
closed system  .. 
Seals  shoul~ be designed _so  as to miriimize or  pr~vent 
release 
6  The controlled area should:be designed to  c~mtain spillage of 
' the  ~ntire'  conteril'> of  th~ closed system  ' 
7  _The  controlle~ are~· should be sealable-to Permit fumigation 
.  EQUIPMENT 
Entry via airlock ·-
9 '  Suifaces resistant to acids; alkalis, solvents, disin.iectants --
' 
·  10  The conlrolled area _should  be  adequate!~ ventilated to 
minimize air contamination. 
II  The conlrolied area should be 11!-aintained at an air pressure · 
negative to  the'inunediate surroundings  '  . 
12  Extract and input air from  the conlrolled area should be 
HEP  A filtered 
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' 
1 
·' 
no 
no 
'· 
no 
no 
no 
specific 
.requirement 
~ptional 
no 
' 
no·  ·' 
optional 
. -
optional 
·, 
., 
no 
. Contain~ent.levels 
,, 
2 
,' 
. 
' 
yes 
' 
o' 
yes,. 
minimize· . 
release 
,yes,. 
minimize 
release• 
yes, by 
valida~d 
means, 
miniinize 
release 
optional 
' 
' 
no 
no 
· -optional 
optionaL 
'· 
no 
' 
3 
·., 
yes 
,yes, 
·prevent 
release 
yes, 
. pr~vent. 
release 
-
yes,- by 
validated 
means 
prevent 
release.-· 
yes 
optio.:U.I 
; 
:optional 
yes 
(bench if 
any, noor) 
.  ' 
optional 
·optional 
yes 
(ttxtract 
air, 
optional 
for Input· 
. 'air). 
4 
yes 
' 
-
'  yes, 
prevent· 
release  ' 
yes, 
prevent 
·release 
', 
yes, by 
validated· 
means 
prevent 
release 
_·yes 
'' 
yes  "-
'  yes 
yes 
~bench, 
- floor; 
ceiling, 
walls)._' 
yes  •' 
; 
'<  yes 
.·  yes (input 
and·, 
exlract · 
air) , 
! Containment and Control Measures for other Activities 
!  Specifications  Containment levels 
1  2  3  '4 
SYSTEM OF WORK 
- ' 
13  Closed systems should  be located within a controlled area,  no  optional  yes  yes 
' 
14  Access should be restricted to nominated personnel only  nc:i  yes  yes  yes 
15  Biohazard_signs should be posted  no  yes  yes  yes 
-
16  Washing and decontamination provisions for personnel  yes.  yes  yes  yes 
17  Personnel should shower before leaving the co;trolled area  no  no  optional  . yes 
. 
18  Personnel should wear protective clothing  yes(work  yes (work  yes  complete· 
clothing)  clothing)  change 
I  pefore 
exit and 
entry 
19  Test adequately and maintain control measures and  yes  yes  yes  · yes 
equipment 
~ 
' 
,"\,.'  - 20  Record keeping  . ·yes  yes  yes  yes 
-
21  Appropriate training and supervision for personnel  yes  yes  yes  yes 
WASTE 
22  ·Inactivation of GMMs in effluent from  handwashing sinks  no  no  optional  yes 
and showers if any 
c 
23.  Inactivation of GMMs in contaminated material and waste  optional  yes  yes  yes 
24  Inactivation of GMMs in process effluent  before fmal  optional  · yes, by  yes, by  yes, by 
discharge  validated  validated ·  validated· 
means  means  means 
25 -6.  Annex V is.replaced by. the following: 
"Annex V 
PART A 
Information 'tequired for the notificat;on -referred to  in Article 8: 
'  .  .  .  '  '  .  ' 
. nameof user(s)including tho~~ responsible .for supervision and safetY 'information' 
on their training and,qualifications;  ·  ·  ·  · 
. details of any  biological committees or subcommittees; .  .-
. address of installation;  ·  · 
general description of the premises;.  .  ·  ·  ' ··  · 
a:  description of the nature of  the wor~ which will be \indertaken; 
the class of risk ofthe activities;  .  . 
·a summary of the. risk assessment  referred to in  Article  6(2)  anQ  (3)  (only  for 
Class  1 activities): 
PART B · 
Information  req~ired for the not{fication referred to in Article 10:  . 
'  '  .  ,. 
the date of silbm'ission of th·e  notification referred to  in Article 8; 
the recipient, donor and/or parental micro~organism(s) used and, where applicable,' 
the  ho~t-vector systein(s) used; ·  ..  .  ·  ··  .  .  ..  .  . ..  · 
the source($) and the intendedfunction(s) of  the genetic material(s) involved in the 
manijmlation(s);  ·  .  '  .  ·  . 
identity and characteristics of the genetically modified micro-organism(s); 
the  purpose of the contained use including the eipected results;  · 
approximate culture volum·es to  be used;  . .  ·  .·  ... 
description  of the  containment. and control  measures  to  be  applied,  including 
information about the wastes to  be generated, their treatment, ultimate form and· 
destination;  ·  '  · 
. a summary oftherlsk.assessment referred to in ArtiCle 6(2) and.(3). 
PART C-
·.  Information required for the notification  ref~rred to·in Article lOa:  . 
..  ·(a) 
.(b) 
(c) 
'the date of submission of the notification referred td in Art~cle 8; 
name of the responsible person;·.  ··  · · 
t}le recipient ot parental micto-organism(s) to  be used; 
. the host-vector sysfem(s)·to be  us~d (where applicable);.  .  ... 
'the squrce(s) and intended function(s) of the genetic material(s) involved in . 
·.  _·the mani{mlaJion(s);  ·  .  · 
identity and characteristics of the geneticaUy mqdified micro-organism; 
.the cultur.e volumes to  be used;  . 
.  .  .. 
description ofthe containment and control measures to be applied, including · 
i·nform_ation  about  the  type  and  form  of wastes  to  be  generated,. their 
treatment; . ultimate form and destination;  .  . 
the purpose of the contained use  including tl).e·expected results;.· 
description of the sections of the· in~tallation; ···  · 
26 ··., ..... · 
(d)  i~formation about accident  pre~ention and emergency response plans, if any: 
the sources of hazards and .cond.itions under which accidents might occur; 
- aiJ.y  specific hazards arising from the location of the· installation; 
the preventive measures applied such  as safety  equipment,  alarm systems 
and containment  m~thods;  · 
procedures  and.  plans. for  verifying  the  continuing  effectiveness  of the 
·containment measures;·  ·  · 
a description of information provided to workers;· 
the  information  n((cessary  for  the  Competent  Authority  to  evaluate  any 
emergency response plans prepared in accordance with Article 14; 
.  . 
(e)  a copy of the risk assessmentreferred to  in.Arricle 6(2) and (3).  · 
'  '•  '  ~  ••  ! 
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·ANNEX 
CONSOLIDATED TEXT .WITH AMENDMENTS UNDERLINED 
ARTICLE·l 
This Diryctive lays down common. niea.Sures for the contained use of genetically modified micro-
. org'!Ilisms with. a view to  prot~cting human health .and the environment.  -· 
- I 
ARTICLE 2 
For the purposes of this Directive: 
'  '.  )  :  ' 
(a)  'micro-org~ism' shall mean any microbiological entity,  ~ellular or non-cellular, ~apable 
of replication or ·of transferring 'genetic material; including viruses. viroids; animal and 
'plant ce~ls in culture; btit excluding naked nucleic acid molecules:  '  .  •' 
(~}  'genetically modified micro~organism' (GMM)  ·shall mean a micro-organism in~hich the 
· genetic material has been ~tered in a way that does not occur naturally by ·mating and/or 
· natural recombination. 
Within the terms of this definitipn: 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) . 
(i) - genetic modification occurs at least through the use of  the techniques l'isted in 
(ii)  -
Annex I.  Pa,rt  1;  .  . 
· the techniques listed in Annex I, Part 2,are not considered to result in genetic 
modification;  .  - · 
.  ' 
'contained tise' shall meari any activity in which micro-:-organisms'are genetically 
modified or in  which 'such genetically modified micro-organisms.are cultured, stored, 
used,  transported~ destroyed and- for which physical barriers, or a combination of physical 
barriers together with chemicat and/or biological barriers, are used to limit their contact 
,  with the general population and the environment; or any activitY  in  which GMMs are 
~ disposed of and for. which physical or chemical or biological barriers or any combination 
-- of these types are used to limit their contact with the general population and the 
environment. 
'~cc,ident' shall mean any incident involving a significl:llli and unintended release of 
genetically modified micro-organisms in the' course of  their contained use which could 
'present I:Ul immediate'  or delay~d hazard to human health or the environment;  i' 
'user' shall ~ean any natural or legal person respon'sible for-. the conta.ined use of ·-
genetically modified micro-organisms; 
'  .  .  )  ' 
''notifi.cation' shall mean .the presentation of the requisite information to the competent 
authorities of a Me~ber  State. 
'  . 
'significant changes' in the context of Article 6 (2) shall mean changes which could 
change the result of the risk assessment;  ·  · 
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,'  . ARTICLE 3 
. This  Directive  shall  not  apply ·where  genetic  modification is obtained. tQrough .the  use  of the 
· techniques/methods  listed  in  Annex II.  ot for  contained. ~se  a~tivities involying other.: types  of 
GMMs known to be safe for  human health and the environment. Such types' of GM:Ms  and their 
.characteristics shall be listed in Annex IL part B. 
ARTICLE 4 
..  ~ ..  ,_ 
.  '· 
Articles 6 to 11  shall not apply to the transport of genetically modified micro-o~ganisms by 
road, rail, inland waterway, sea or air. This Directiveshall not apply to.the storage, culture, 
transport, destruction, disposal or use of  gene~ically modified micro-organisms which have 
beeri  placed  on  the  market  in  accordance · With  Directive · 90/220/EEC  dr  under  other 
Community legislation. which provides for a specific environmental risk assessment similar 
to that laid down in Directive  90/220/EEC. provided that the contained use is in accordance 
with the conditions. if any, of the marketing approval/consent. 
·  ARTICLE 5 
I.  Member States shall ensure that all appropriate measures are taken to avoid.adverse effects 
on  human  health  and  the  envi~onment which  might  arise,  from  .the  contained  use  of 
genetically modified micro-organisms.  ,  ,.  · ·  ;_::_:_.·  "_: 
2:  :'>  .,:J'o.,this end the user. shall carry out an assessment of  th.e  contained uses a5  regards the risks 
. to  hu~an health. and  the  environment that ·they  may  incur:;  taking :due  acco~nt of .tit~· 
principles set out in Annex III. 
- ~  \  '  · ..  ; 
3.  Such an assessment should result in  the categorisation of  the contained use;  ~cti~ities in 4 
classes of risk:  ·  · 
Class  1: 
·Class 2: 
Class 3: 
Class 4: 
Activities  of no  or. negligible  risk.  that  is  activities· fo~ ·Which .. le~el  1 
containhient is appropriate to protect human health as well as th.e environment 
that could be exposed to the GMMs in the absence of containment 
Activities  of low risk.  that  is  activities  for  which  level  2  containment  is 
appropriate to protect human health as well as·the environment that could be 
exposed to the GMMs in the absence· of  containment. . 
Activities of moderate risk. that is activities for· which level 3 containment is 
appropriate to protect human health as well as the environment that could be 
exposed to the GMMs in  the absence of containment. .  ..  . 
Activities of high risk.  that  is  activities  for which level  4 containment is 
. appropriate to protect human health aS well as the environment that could be 
exposed to the GMMs in  the absenc_e of containment. 
4.  A record of this assessment shall·be kept by the us.er,and made available in  ~  appropriate 
form to the competent authority as. part of  the notificatioq ~-dei t\rtic16s  7 arid' 9. or upon 
request 
29 ARTICLE 6 
'  ' 
/ 5.  The user shall apply the· containment and control measures from the appropriate Table(s) in 
·. Anne:X .. IV  corresponding' to .  the  risk  class ,of the activity.  so· as  to  keep  workplace and 
.. :  environmental' exposure  'to; any  genetically ' modified.  micro-organisms  to  ·the:  lowest 
reasonably practicable level. and so  that a high level of safety is ensured. 
6.  The risk assessment and the containment and control measures applied shall be periodically 
reviewed forthwith if: 
a.  there has been a significant change in the activitv(ies) to which  the assessment relates 
·,  or  .  ·  .  ,,  ~  '  .·  ·  ·  · 
b.  there is reason to suspect that the assessment is no longer adequate as judged in the·. 
·.  light ofnew scientific or technical knowledge 
.  .  ..  . 
..  ~ ' .. 
'  \ 
:•.,: 
ARTICLE7 
'  ' 
When  premises  are to  be  used  for  the ·first  time  for  activities  involving  the  contained  use  of 
genetically  modified  micro-organisms.  the  user shall  be  required  to  submit  to  the  competent 
authorities a notification containing at least the information listed in· Annex· VA. 
\  ~  .:"·::::?;z.:.:~;r.;··-.~- ,_·:~.· 
ARTICLE 8 
···'1,.  }·.·.··;: 
J' 
For class l  activities to be tarried out no further notification shall be ~eeded. Such  a~tivities shall' 
be :able  to  commence ·immediately ·following the  notification. referred  to  in  Article T  Users of 
/genetically  modified micro-organisms in class  1 activities shall' be required to keep the record of 
each  assessment  referred  to  iir Article  5  (4).  which  shall  be  made  available~ to  the  competent 
. authority on request. 
.• 
. ARTICLE 9 
1.  'For first and subsequent class 2 activities to be carried out in premises notified in accordance 
with  Article· 7;  a  notification· ·co~taining  the  information  listed  in· Annex·  VB .shall· be· 
submitted. 
2:  If no  previous· notification has been subn:i'itted  for  that  or higher class of activities.  the 
contained  use  may, 'in'  abse~ce of any 'indication  to  the. contrary' from  the  competent 
authority; proceed 45 days' a:ftei'submission·ofthe notification referred to above. or earlier 
. with the agreement or: the competent authoritY.  ' 
.  }  .. 
3.  If a  previous  notification  has  been  submitted  for  class  2  activities  or  higher  and  the 
associated  consent  r,eguire'merits  have. 
1been · satisfied.  the  contained  use  may  proceed 
immediately ifollowing'the' new'·hottfication.'  ' 
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·,.  \ ARTICLE  10 
~  .  .  ,.. 
~  !  .  )-: 
l.  For first and subsequent class 3 or class 4 activities to  be.carried out in  premises notified 
· in  accordance w·ith  Article 7: a notification containing the information listed in Annex VC. 
shall be submitted. 
2.  If no  previous notification  has been· submitted for that  or higher class  of activities.  the. 
contained  use  may  not  proceed  without  the  consent  of the  competent  authority.  The 
competent authority  shall' communicate i'ts  decision in  writing at the latest 90 days  after 
submission of the notification. 
'  /  . 
3.  If a previous notification has been submitted for the same or higher class of activities and 
the associated consent requirements have been satisfied, the· contained use may in absence 
of any . indication  to  the· contrary  from  the  competent  authority  proceed  45  days  . after. 
submission of  the new notification. or earlier with the agreement of  the  competent authority. 
ARTICLE  11. 
·1.  Member  States  shall  destgnate  the  authority  or authorities  competent. to  implement  the 
measures which they adopt in application ofthis Directive and to receive and ackn.owledge 
the notifications referred to in Article 7. Article 9 and Artide 10. 
2.  The  competent  authorities  shall  examine  the . conformity  Qf  the  notifications  with  .the 
require~ents of this Di~ective, the accuracy. and  c~mpleteness of t4,e  i{J.formati~n given, th.e 
correctness of the risk a.Ssessment and.the ciass of risk Md, wh~re appropriate, the adequacy 
of the waste management, safety, arid emergency  respo~se  ·  in.eas~res. · .  · 
3.  If necessary, the competent authority may: 
a.  ask  the . user  to  provide  further  information  or  to .  m~dify the  conditions  of the 
proposed contained use or to amend the class of risk assigned to the activity(ies). In 
this case the competent authority may require that t?e.contained use, if proposed does 
not begin.  or if in  progress• is  halted.  until  the  sompetent authority has giveri its 
approval  on  the  basis  of the  further  information  obtained  or.  of the  modified 
conditions of the contained use; 
b.  limit the time for which the contained use should be p~rmitted or  subject it to certain 
specific conditions. 
4.  For the purpose of calculating the periods referred to in Article 9 and Article 10. any periods 
of time during which the competent authority:  · 
is awaiting any further information which it may have requested from the notifier in · 
accordance with paragraph 3 (a) or 
_is  carrying out a public inquiry or consultation in  accord~ce with Article  13 
shall  not be taken into account. 
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•'  ,· 
L  If the· user bec~mes aware .of relevant new information or modifi'es the contained use in  a 
way  which  ~ould have sig11ificant  consequences· f~r the  risks  posed by. it  the  compet~nt · 
authority shalf be informed as soon as possible and the notification under Article 'L Article 
9  and Article 10 modified.  :<' 
,. 
2.  ,, If  information becomes available  subsequently 'to the competent authority which could have 
significant consequences for the risks posed by the· contained use, ihe competent authority . · 
may require the user to modify the conditions of, suspend or terminate the contained use  .. 
i  ••.  :.· 
ARTICLE  13\ 
..  ,r¥  ·.  : ~ 
Where a Member State  co~siders :it approp_riate,  it may· provide that. the public shall be consulted 
on  ·aspects of the propose~ contained use in accordance with Article 19.  .  - .  ~  . 
·.  ARTICLE  14 
: ..  ,,· 
·  Th~  competent authorities shall  ..  ~ris~fe  ·that, where necessary, before an acti vityr  commences: 
(a)  · 
1An<emer.gericy·.plan 'is drawn\1p for  class J  and  Class  4  activities  where  failure ofthe 
',  '! ':t ··cd'ntaihmeitt meaSures 'could l~ad to sertous.d'ang'er;' immediate or delayed, to humans outside 
(b)' 
the premises and/or to  the environment:  '  '  '  ' 
.  ;-,._~.  (\,  ., 
Information on·  emergency  plans· is supplied in .an appropriate manner,  and without their 
having to  reguest it.  t~ bodies and authorities li,able  to  be affected by  the accident.  The 
.information shall be updated at appropriate. intervals. It  shall also be made publicly available. 
.  I  '  • 
. The Member  States  concerned. 'shall  at  the  same  time  make  available  to  other.· Member  States 
COricemed, aS·a' baStS foi all 'rieceSSaly' consultation within the frame~OI  k of their  bilateral r.el~tions, . 
the same information as that 'which 'is  di~se,minated to their nationals.  · 
ARTICLE  15 
1.  ,  Member States shall take the ne2essary ·measures to ensure that, in the event of an· accident, 
the user shall be required imm~diately to inform the competent authority specified in Article 
11  and provide the foila'wlng information:  ·  .·  ·  · 
the circumstances of the accident, 
the identity  ~d  quantities of the genetically 'modified micro-organisms concerned, 
any information necessary to assess the  effect~ of the accident on the health of the 
general. populati()ri and.  the environment,  · 
the measures taken. 
2.  Where information is. given under paragraph 1  ,'the Member States shall be required to: 
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I.  Member States shall be required to: 
(a)  consult With other Member States likely to be affected in the event of an accident in 
the implementation of emergency plans; 
(b)  inform the Commission as soon as possible of  any  accident within the scope of this 
Directive,  giving  details  of the  circumstances  of the  accident,- the  identity  and 
quantities of  the genetically modified micro-organisms concerned. the measures taken 
and their effectiveness, and an !IDalysis of the.accident including recommendations 
to limit its effects and avoicJ  similar accidents i11  the future. 
2.  The Commission, in consultation ';Vith the Member States; shall estab-lish a procedure for the 
exchange of information under paragraph  1.  It shall also S\!t  up  an_d  keep at the disposal of 
the Member States a register of accidents within the scope of this. Directive, including an 
analysis  of the  causes  of the  accidents,  experience  gained and  measures  taken  to  avoid 
similar accidents in the future.  - 1 
ARTICLE  17 
Member States shall ensure that the competent authority  organizes inspections and other control 
measures to ensure user compliance with this Directive.  -
ARTICLE  18 
1.  Member States shall send to the Commission, at the end of each year, a summary report on · 
class  3  and  class  4  contained  uses  notified  under  Article  I 0  including  the  descrip~on, 
purpose and risks of the activity(ies). 
2.  Every  three years, Member States shall  send  the Commission  a summary  report on their 
experience with this Directive, the first time being on ......... 
3..  Every three years, the Commission shall publish a summary based on the reports referred to 
in paragraph 2, the first time being in ........ 
-4.  The Commission may publish general statistical information on the implementation of this 
Directive and related matters, as long as it contains no -information likely to cause harm to 
the competitive position of a user.  · 
0  '  • 
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'  .  ·~  ' 
AR<riCLE~l9' '  '  ,....;  ~~ "" .  ' 
1.  ' ··  The  ~-ommission and·  the  competent  authorities  shall  not  divulge  to  third  parties  any  · 
con(l.derttial1rifbrmatioft notifi't~d-or otherwise provided under this Directive and shall protect ·· 
intell~aual property rights relatins'  tO  the dafa received.  . .  .  ,  ·1 
'  '  .  '.  .  '  .  .  .  .  '  \.  - . 
2.  The nqtifier may indicate th,e information in the notifications submitted under this Directive, 
tb.e  dis(:lo~_ure of which.  might .harm  his  competitive  position,  that  should be. treated  as 
confidentiaLVe'rlfiable· justifiGation must be given in  such cases: 
:  .  .  ~  . .  '  '  .  .  \ 
. 3.  Thtfcompetent authonty shcill.decide,  afte~ consultation with the notifier, which information 
will·b~ kept~coilfidimti~l ~d  shall inform the notifier of its decision. 
4.  In· no case·ptay the following information, when ·submitted according to  Articles 7,  8, or 9, 
.·be kept confidential:  . 
- .  '  ,·the ch'aracteristics of.tl1e:genetically modified micr9-0rganisms, name and address of 
·,the'notifier,. and lodhon of use; .. 
>  iev~l and. mectsures bf containment; 
,.  • the  ~valuation. of foh~seeable ·effects  in  particular  any  harmful  effects. on human 
. 'h~·alth and the  l environment.  . 
".  ,·  .  ·:.  ·.  -·  r."!r :/;: ·  ..  ---~~('_,;.  __ ;;  ,  .  ·,  .  ~  .  . , .  . 
5.  If, fo,r wl:lateyer·re¥ons, th~;.ri,t>tifier~thdraws the notification, the co~petent authority, must 
respect the· confidentiality. Of the information supplied.  ·  · 
•  '•  •  I  ' 
ARTiCLE  20 
.  .·.·  .  . 
Amendments .necessary ·to  ~dapt  Annexes· I to V to technical progress shall.be·decided in accordance 
with the procedure defined in Article 21.  .·.· 
•  '  .  ,  \  ,  '  •  ,  .,  '•  I  1  ' 
·'  :!.' 
(·  .' 
ARTICLE  21 
1. 
•  ;,c 
. The  Cdmmi~sion  ·SQ~ll,b~ ·  assi~fed  'by· a committee· composed 'of the representatives, of  the. 
·  M~mber  States and  ~ha;ired by~  the repres·entative of the Commission. 
2.  ·The fep~e~eritil.tive of th'e C,ommission shall submit to the committee a draft of the measures 
to be .taken. :The committ'ee shall.deliver its opinion: on the draft within a time limit which 
the chairman· Iilay.lay' dowr}  according to  the urgency of the matter.  The opinion· shall be 
·delivered by the majority laid down in Article 148 (2) of the Treaty in the case of  d~cisions 
which the C6uncil is required· to adopt on  ·a proposal from the Commission. The votes of  th~ 
represerit~tives of  the Member States within the committee shall be weighted in the manner 
, 'set _out hi that  Article~ The chairman shall not yote. 
"·  .· 
J.  (a),_·  ·.  The.Corrtmission shall· adoptthe measures envisaged ir'they are in  accordance wi-th·  · 
the .opinion of  th~ committee.- .  .  .  . 
.  (b)  If the ·ffiea.Sures .envisaged are not' in  accordance with the opinion of  the committee, 
br .if no opinion is delivered, the Commission  shall,  without  delay,  submit .to  th~ 
,  .~  .  •  r  '  • 
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Council a proposal  relating to the measures to  be taken. The Council shall act by  a 
q·ualified majority. 
If, on the expiry of  a period ofthree months from the date of referral to the Council, 
the  Council  has  not  acted,  the  proposed · measures  shall  be  adopted  by  the 
Commission,  save  where the .Council  has  decided against  the  said  measures by  a 
simple majority. 
Memb.er  States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions 
necessary to  comply with this Directive not later than .........  They shall forthwith  inform the 
Commission thereof.  · 
ARTICLE. 23 
This Directive is addressed to the Member .·States. 
.  ,I I 
I· 
I, 
ANNEX I 
.  I  . 
)  . 
PART 1 
Techniques of genetic modification referred to  in  Article 2 (b) (i) are,  inter;alia: 
'(i) 
.  (ii) 
(iii) 
recombinant nucleic acid techniques involving the formation ofnew combinations of genetic 
material. by the insertion of nucleic acid. molecules produced by· whatever means outside an 
organism. into any virus. bacterial plasmid or other vector system and their incorporation into  · 
a  host organism in  which  they  do  not naturally occur but in  which  they  are  capable of 
continued propagation.  · 
techniques  involving the  direct introduction  into  a  micro-organism  of heritable  rilateriaJ 
prepared outside the micro-organism including micro-injection, macro-injection and micro-· 
encapsulation;  ·  , 
cell fusion or hybridization· techniques where live ce,lls  with riew combinations of heritable 
genetic material are formed  th~ough the fusion of two or more cells by  means of methods 
that do not occur naturally. 
PART 2. 
·  .  .  r·  I  . 
Techniques referreci to(in Article 2 (b) (ii) which are not considered to result in genetic modification,. 
on condition that ~ey do not involve the use of recombinant-nucleic acid molecules or genetically 
modified micro-organisms made by techniques/methods other than those excluded by  Annex IT:· 
'  '  !  . 
( 1)  in vitro fertilization; 
(2)  natural processes such as:  conjugation,, transduction, transformation; 
(3)  /  polyploidy induction. 
.  '. 
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A.  .Techniques/methods of genetic modification yielding micro-organisms to  be: excfuded from 
the Directive on the condition that they do not involve ~e  use of recombinant-nucleic acid 
molecules or GMMs other than those produced by  one or rriore·of the  technigu~s/niethods· 
listed below: 
1.  Mutagenesis. 
2.  Cell fusion (including protoplast fusion) of  prokaryotic species that exchange genetic material 
by  known physiological processes, where the resulting micro-organism is unlikely to  cause 
disease to  humans, animals or plants. 
3.  Cell  fusion .  (including  protoplast  fusion)  of cells  of any  euk.i.ryotic  speCies.  including 
production  of hybridomas  and plant cell  fusions,  where  the  resulting  micro-organism  is 
unlikely to  cause disease to humans, animals or plants.·  · 
4.  :self-Cloning consisting in the removal of nucleic acid sequences from a cell of'an organism 
which  may  or may  not be followed by  reinsertion of ali .or part of that nucleic acid (or a 
~nthetic equivalent) with or without prior enzymic or mechanical  steps - into cells of the 
same species or into  cells of phytogenetically closely  related species which· can exchange 
genetic material by  natural physiological processes. where the resulting micro-organism is 
unlikely to cause disease to humans. animals or. plants. 
Self-cloning may include the use of  recombinant vectors with an extended history of  safe use 
in  the  particular  micro-organisms.  The  following  are  non-exhaustive  examples  of safe 
host/vector  ~stems: 
E-coli K  12 strains/pBR 322 
Eukaryotic cells/defective Simian virus 40  (SV  40) 
B.  Types of GMMs which have been shown to  be safe for human health and the environment 
and which are exCluded from the Directive: 
'o  ~  '  ~  I  '  '  ' 
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ANNEX III 
. PRINCIPLES  TO· BE FOLWWED FOR1HPASSESSMENT REFERRED  TO IN  ARTICLE 5 
< •  ~· -~ ,_ ·: f'  . •  • 
· Elements of assessment  ·  ·  ~' 
· I.  . The following. should be considered as  potentially harmful. effects:.· 
disease to humans, animals or pl~ts; 
'"  adverse; effects resulting from  the inability to  treat disease or offer effective 
propliylaxis;  ' ·;  :.  · 
adverse effects resulting from establishment or dissemination in the 
environment; 
adverse effects 1resulting from transfet of genes to other organisms. 
··. ';-'  1. 
2.  The assessment referred- to  in Article 5 should be based on the followiilg: 
a)  The identification~ of  any  potentially harmful effects of the operation, in particular 
·any potentia).ly'harmtuLeffects aSsociated with: 
i) 
,•.'  ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
v) 
the recipient,miero-organism .· 
the inserted· (donated) genetic material 
the vector  ,,o;:,.  ·:u .;.  ....  .< .. ·  j;  ·  ·  ·  • ·  • 
the donor micro-organism (if the donor micro-organism is used during the 
>'operation)'  .  ..,  ':·· ..  ·  J  ;· 
the resulting GMM · . 
b)  · The severity of the potential!; harmful effects 
c)  The likelihood of the potentially harmful effects being ·realised.  ,' 
Procedure ·  .  ·,  ·.  ~--
3.  In order to  arrive at.the categorisation· of a particular activity; as  referred to  in  Article 5, 
!fte 'user may_·take  into· consideration the risk class of  the recipient, the vector and; if · 
,  applicable, ·donor micro:organism as  given in other Comm~riity legislation, international 
or national  schem~s (e:g. ·wHo: NIH etc.). 
These d~sification schemes concern natural micro-organisms and are usually based on 
the ability of micro-organisms to  cause disease to humans or animals, and on the ·severity 
and transmissibility of the disease likely to  be caused. The user may also take into · 
consideration classification schemes referring to plant pathogens (which are usually· 
established on a national basis). The above mentioned classification schemes give only a 
provisional indication of the risk dass of the activity and the corresponding set of 
containment. and control measures required. 
4.  The fimil  classification' and selection of control measures must be made in  the light of: 
i 
38 i) 
ii) 
iii) 
any  harmful properties (see above) which the vector or inserted material 
might confer on the recipient, or any  alteration of the recipient's existing 
properties;  .  , . 
the characteristics of the operation (e.  g.  its nature, scale); 
the characteristics of the environment likely to  be exposed to the GMMs 
(e.  g.  whether in the environment likely to be exposed to the GMMs there 
are known biota which can be adversely affected by the micro-organisms 
used in the contained use activity). 
5.  The analysis carried out as described under para. 4 above may lead to a categorisation of 
th~ risk of the activitY  higher or lower than the provisional one." The check foreseen in 
· piD-a.  4 should be repeated, until the· final  classificati~ri is  st~ble.  .  · · 
~-.  l.j  '  .  ' 
:- '· 
.  i 
'• 
'  •  •  j  •  •  •  ••  ~  •'  . ,. 
·.,  . 
.  i.t'•  .- :_·_.. 
I  ·• 
,l  ,· 
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ANNEX IV 
. ',  ,·  ;'  .··.···.; 
Containm(mt and Control Meamres 
:.ti.''  :  '.!t~  . '  -.  ":  ~ 
.· ..  _r  r-
Preface 
These  tables  present  the  normal  minimum . requirements  -and  measures  necessary  for  each· level  of 
contain11,1,ent. 
'  '  '' 
Containment -is  achieved  thr~-~g~  ~' th~  ~-t\8:~ of go~~  w~r,kpractices,  containment  equipment . and  special 
· installation design. 
The titles of the Tables are indicative. 
Table Ia presents minimum requirements for laboratory activities. 
Table lb presents additions to and modifications of  Table la for giassho.use/growthroom activities involving 
.  genetically modified micro-organisms (GMMs).  .  .  ·  .  .  .  · 
Table Ic ·presents additions to anti modifications of Table Ia for activities with animals involving genetically 
·  modifie~ micro-organisms (GMMs).  ·  '.  ..  . 
. Table II  presents minimum requirements for other activities than laboratories activities. 
In some particular cases, it might be  necess~  to apply a combinationof m'easures from  table I a and tlible 
II of the same level.  ·  ·  · 
-In some ~xc'eptional  cases (e. g. for planq)athogens  ), it also might. be appropriate; following consultation with 
the Competent Authority not to  apply  a. specification under a particular containment level_or to .combine 
specifications from  two  differ~nt levels.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
In  these Tables: 
•  .. 
• 
no: 
optional: 
means not required . 
means that the user should decide on a. case by case basis, subject to  the 
risk assess,ment, to  what extent these measures are to  be applied. 
means required  . 
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Table I a 
Containment and  Control Measures for Laboratory  Activities 
2 
Specifications 
BUILDING 
Laboratory suite: isolation<'> 
Laboratory: sealable for 
fumigation 
EQUIPMENT 
3  Surfaces resistant to acids, 
alkalis, solvents, disinfectants 
4 
5 
6 
Entry  to lab via airlock<
2l 
Negative pressure relative to the 
pressure of the immediate 
surroundings 
Extract and input air from· the 
laboratory should be HEPA-
filtered 
1 
no 
no 
yes (bench) 
no 
no 
·no 
·.· 
Containment levels 
2  .. 
no·  --
no. 
yes (bench) 
no 
no 
no 
~  '  . 
3 
yes 
yes 
yes (bench, 
floor) 
optional 
.  yes 
c  except for<•> 
4 
yes 
yes 
yes (bench, 
floor, ceiling, 
walls) 
yes 
yes 
yes (HEPA) 
.. , •. Input. and 
. , ,  ·extract air 
yes (HEPAf> 
:  -~Extract air 
except  for<~' 
1~---+--------------------------~--------------+-------------~--------------r-------------~l :, 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
(I) 
(~) 
(l) 
(4) 
Microbiological safety  no  optional  yes  ..  yes  !! 
· cabinet/enclosure. 
·'  ·;;-
Autoclave  on site  in the building  ~  . in suite  in lab. =,double 
ended 
SYSTEM OF WORK 
Restricted access  no  yes:  ..  yes,-:.-- yes 
Biohazard signs on the door  no  yes  yes  '  yes 
Control of aerosol formation  no  yes  yes  yes 
minimize  prevent  prevent 
Washing and decontamination  yes  yes  yes  yes 
provisions for personnel 
-
Isolation  =  the laboratory is  separated. from  other areas in  the  same building or is in  a separated building. 
Airlock  =  Entry  must be through an  airlock which  is a chamber isolated  from  the laboratory.  The clean  side of the. airlock 
must be separated from  the restricted side by changing or showering facilities and  prefera~ly by interlocking doors. 
IlEPA =  High  Efficiency Particulate Air.  · 
Activities where transmission does not occur via airborne route. 
41 I 
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~  ' .. 
Containment and Control Me3Sures  for Labo~tory Activities 
13 
14 
IS 
i6 
<  •  •  ..  •  ' 
Specificatio~ 
.  ,.  . '  .  ~  .  . 
Shower:  · 
Pro~ective 'Clo.thing 
. Glo,ves  .  ,.,.., 
Test  adequat~ly and. maintain 
control measures and·equipinent 
17  Record \(6eping 
--18  •Efficieli,tvect~,>r c~ntrol(e.g.for. 
roden~.'imd insects)'  ' . . .  .  : 
19 ·  .Inactivation of  G MMs in " 
effluent from· hand  washing sinks 
or 4rail).s  il~?d. 'showers if any . 
20  Inactlvatio~· of GMMs. iri 
contaminated ro'aterial and'waste 
':\' 
••  , 1  "  • ~-
·.'•.  ~-
-~ ·' 
no 
labcoat 
no 
yes 
yes 
optional 
no 
..,. 
.optional 
/  . 
'J 
42 
Containment  le~els · · 
2 
no 
labcoat 
...  optional 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes, 
3 
optional 
suitable  ·,.  ·· 
protective 
clothing + foot 
wear 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes·. 
optional 
yes 
4 
yes 
compfete 
change of 
clothing '+ foot 
wear before 
entry and exit 
yes 
··yes 
yes 
yes 
yes·· 
yes 
I' Artnex IV 
Table I b 
Containment and Control Measures for Glasshouses and Growthrooms 
The terms glasshouse and growthroom refer to a structure with walls, a  roof and a floor designed 
and used principaily for growing plants in' a controlled and protected environment. 
All provisions of Table I a shall  apply with th_e  follpwing additions/modifications: 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
' 
6 
7 
(6) 
Specifications  Containment levels 
l  2  3  4 
BUILDING 
Greenhouse : pennanent  no  yes  yes  yes 
structure<5l 
EQUiPMENT 
Surroundings without  no  optional  yes  yes 
susceptible plant species 
Entry via  a separated room  optional  optional  yes  yes 
with two interlocking doors 
Control of contaminated run~off  optional  minimize<6l run- prevent run- off  prevent run-otT 
water  off  .. 
SYSTEM OF WORK 
' 
. Restricled access  yes (visitors  yes  yes  yes 
accepted) 
Measures to  control undesired  yes  yes  yes  yes 
species as insects, rodents, 
arthropods 
Procedures for transfer of living  minimize  minimize  prevent  prevent 
material between the  dissemination  dissemination ·  dissemination  dissemination 
glasshouse/gro-wth room, 
protective structure and 
laboratory shall prevent 
dissemination  of  genetically 
modified microorganisms 
•  I 
The glasshouSe  shall  consist o.f a  permanent structure with a continuous  waterproofed covering,  located on  a site graded to 
prevent entry of surface runoff  having self-closing lockable doors. 
Where transmission can occur through the ground. 
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·  Table'I c 
:Containment~and Control Measures  for Activities in  Aili~al-Uriits 
All  provisions of Table I.  a shall apply witlithe.following additions/modifications:  .  - .  .  '  .·  -·  '  ' 
-
Specifications  Containment levels  ' 
'·  · .. 
'.  .. 
1  .2  3  - 4 
'  -
.,  FACILITIES  ·. 
'  '  ..  '  1  Isolation. of animal urlifll  '  optional  yes  yes  · yes 
.2  ··Animal facilities<8l  separated· by  yes·  yes  .yes  yes 
lockable doors 
-3  Anim~l (acilities design for  optional·  optional  yes  yes 
decontamination_ (waterproof 
'  and easily washable material  ..  ..  -. 
(tages, etc.))  .  - - -.. 
. - .' 
4  Floor and/or-walls easily  yes (floor)  ..  yes (floor).  y~s (floor arid  yes (floor and 
·washable 
l  ·walls)  walls)  .. 
.. 
5  . '  Animal containment in  I  yes  yes  yes.· '  yes 
appropriate cages, pens  or 
-
•.  . 
tanks 
..  ,. 
6  Filters on isolators<9J  optional.' 
···- ',  no·  no  yes 
\  .. 
I  ,• 
.  (8) 
Animal uhit: a building, or separate area ~ithin a building containing 'facilities and other areas such as changing rooms, showers, autoclaves, 
food storage areas etC....  ·  .·  .  . 
. A.t;·imarfacilitV:  a facility  no~ally used .to  hous.::  stock, breeding or. exp~rimental animals or one  ~hich is  used for tho:  performan~e of 
min.;r surgical procedures.  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  '  . 
.  isoiato~:- transpar~nt bo~es where the  ~im'al is 'contained within or outside a  cage  .. 
(9) 
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Annex IV 
Table ll 
Containment and ContrOl  Measures "for other Activities 
Specifications 
Containment 'levels 
-
1  2  3 
-
GENERAL 
Viable micro-organisms should be contained in a system  no  yes  yes 
which physically separates the process from  the environment 
(closed  ~ystem) 
_. 
Control of exhaust gases from  the closed system  no  yes,  yes, 
mlilllTI!Ze  prevent 
;  release  release 
' 
Control of  aerosols during sampling collection, addition of  no  yes,  yes, 
material to a closed system or transfer of material to another  minimize  prevent 
closed system  release  release 
Inactivation of bulk culture fluids before removal from  the  no  yes, by  yes, by 
closed system  validated  validated 
means  means 
Seals should be designed so as to  minimize or prevent  no  mirumiZe  prevent 
release- specific  release  release 
requirement 
The controlled area should be designed to contain spillage of  optional  optional  yes 
the entire contents of the closed system 
The controlled area should be sealable to permit fumigation  no  no  optional 
EQUiPMENT 
.EntrY  via.airlock  no  no  optional 
Surfaces resistant. to  acids, alkalis, wlvents, disinfectants  optionai  optional  yes 
/'  (btmch if· 
any; floor) 
-
The controlled area should be adequately ventilated to  optional  optional  optional 
minimize air contami.nation. 
The controlled area should be maintained at an air pressure  no  no  optional 
negative to  the immediate surroundings 
Extract and input air from  the controlled area should  b~  no  no  yes 
HEP  A fillered  (extract 
atr, 
optional 
for  input 
air) 
. 
45 
4 
-
yes 
yes, 
prevent 
·release 
yes, 
prevent 
release 
yes, by 
validated 
means 
prevent 
release 
'. 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
(bench, 
floor, 
ceiling, 
. walls) 
yes 
' 
yes 
yes (input 
and 
extract 
air) Containment and ·-Control  Meas.ures  for other Activities 
•. 
_, 
··Specifications  Containment levels :  . 
.'-
.. 
1  2  3  4  -
SYsTEM oF WoRK 
13•  Closed systems should be located within a contiolledarea  no  optional  yes  yes 
14  . Access should· be restiicted tol nominated personnel. only 
'  no  yes·- .yes  ye~ 
15  Biohazard signs should .be posted.  no  yes  yes  yes 
-
.,.  . 
16.  Washing and decontamination provisions (or-personnel  yes  yes  -· yes  yes 
.. 
Personnel should shower before leaving the controlled area 
.,. 
17  ..  no  no,  optional  yes 
18  Personnel should wear protective_ clothing  yes (work  yes (work  yes  · complete 
·'  c_lothing) .  clothing}  ·change  ..  : 
- "  before 
exit and 
entry 
' 
19  Test adequately and· maintain control mea:;;ures  ~nd .  yes  yes  yes  ~es 
. equipment  . _  '  .. 
..  ~- ' 
20:  Record keeping  ...  yes  yes  yes  ·,  yes 
21  · Appropriate training and. supervision for personnel  yes  yes  yes  yes 
WASTE. 
-
22  ~ri.activation of G!vftvfs  in effluent from  hand\.vashirig sinks  no  -optional 
.. 
nq  yes 
a~d  showe·rs  if any 
23  -IIUictivation ofGMMs in  contaminat~4 material and waste  optionaL  . yeS  yes  y.es 
.  . ..  \  '  .  .  ... 
24  Inactivation qf GMMs in process eftluent  before fmal  optional  yes, by  yes, by  yes, by 
discharge·  validated  validated  validated. 
;  .  means  means  means  . (Partially Redrafted) 
ANNEX V 
( 
PART A 
Information required for the notification referred to in Article 7: 
PART B 
name  of  user(s)  including  those  responsible  for  supe~•swn,  safety  and 
information on their training and qualifications; -
details of any biological committees or subcommittees: 
address of installation; 
general description of the premises; 
a description of the nature of the work which will be  undertaken; 
-the class of risk of the activities; 
a summary of the risk assessment referred to  in Article 5 (3) (only for class 1 
activities)-
/ 
lnformation,required for the notification referred to  in_ Article 9: 
PARTC 
the date of submission -of the notification referred to'  in -Article 7; 
the recipient. donor and/or parental micro-organism(s) used and,  ~here 
applicable, the-host-vector system(s) used;  - · 
the source(s) and the intended function(s) of the genetic material(s) involved 
in the manipulation(s); 
identity and characteristics of the  g~netically modified micro-organism(s); 
the purpose of the contained use including the expected results; 
approximate culture_ volumes to  be used; -
description of the containment and control measures to  be applied. including 
information about the wastes to  be generated. their treatment.  ultimate form 
and destination;  _  - _  _  _  _ 
a summmj of the risk assessment referred to  in Article 5 (3). 
Information required for the notification referred to in Article 10: 
. a) 
b) 
.  -
the date of submission of the notification referred to in Article 7; 
name of the responsible person; 
the recipient or parental micro-organism(s) to be used; 
the host-vector system(s)'.to be used (where applicable); 
the source(s) an~ intended function(s) of the genetic material(s) involved in the 
manipulation(s);  _  _. 
identity and characteristics of the genetically modified micro.-organism; 
47 c) 
I· 
d) 
.  I 
\ 
.  . 
the cultu;~ volumes to  b~ used; · 
· descriotion  of the  containment  and  control  measures  to  be  applied.· including 
·  inform~tion about the type and fonD.  Of wastes to  b~  gerierat~d. their treatment. 
..  ' : / uitimate form  and destination;  .  .  .  . 
the purpose of  t~e contalned.. use including the expected results; 
.  description' of the. secti~ns of the instaliation . 
information about accideQt prevention and emergency 'response. plans, if any: 
- the sources of hazards and conditi6ns 'underwh'ich ·accidents might .occur; .. 
any· specific ·h·azards ·arising 'from the location· of  the installation:··'  · _,  ..  ,  .. 
·the. preventive meaSures  applied such  las safety  equipinen'i~ alarm •  systems aitd  . 
·  ..  co1;1tainment methods; 
__  procedures  and  · plans 1 for  verifying  the . continuing ... effectiveness  ·of  the 
containment :measures: 
a description of information provided to workers; 
the information necessary for the Compete~tAuthority.to e.val:uate any emergency . 
respcuise plans prepared in accordance with· Article 1,4;  '  . 
a·copy.of the risk  a8s~ssment referred t~ in Articl,e. 5 (3): ·  . 
.  / 
... · 
.. ,  .. 
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